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NFL Draft 2019 Scouting Report: TE Irv Smith Jr., 

Alabama 

*Our TE grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

**Our TE formulas had some slight changes in the offseason—an adjustment to better identify and value 

TE prospects that are smaller physically and are primed for the era ahead...the era of Jordan Reed and 

Delanie Walker-type TEs. Our historical grades will have changed some on various prospects as well, to 

show their grades by comparison.  

 

Some people have Irv Smith Jr. as their dark horse candidate for top tight end prospect in the 2019 TE 

class. But although he is NFL-worthy, it’s a stretch to consider him as #1 in the class.The struggle is his 

size…6’2”. You don’t see a lot of 6’2” tight ends coveted in the NFL…not as a 1st-round/top 50 type 

prospect though Smith’s ‘Alabama’ label will certainly give him an extra push towards breaking that 

pattern. 

It’s almost unfair to lump Smith in with all the other TE prospects, because most of the top/NFL 

Combine attendees are 6’4”+ guys who play a different style. Smith was the smallest tight end measured 

at the NFL Combine at 6’2.3. He almost needs to be put into a ‘Jordan Reed’ class of tight end to be 

judged. Looking for Reed-styled guys, Irv Smith is the best option I’ve seen among the 2019 Combine 

attendees. 

The issue with being a Reed-styled tight end is… What teams are looking for and deploying a Reed-styled 

tight end in the NFL? The ‘move’ tight end/the ‘Jordan Reed’ style tight end became a thing when Sean 

McVay made it a thing a few years ago. McVay, the then tight end/offensive coordinator of the Redskins 

made a ‘too small’, but highly athletic tight end (Reed) a real weapon. Every smaller tight end was 

compared to him and 6’2”, too slow wide receivers were starting to get converted to ‘Jordan Reed’ tight 

ends to see if they might fill this sudden role that had been invented. 

Since McVay left Washington, Reed fell off the face of the earth and as Rams HC McVay drafted Gerald 

Everett to fill that role…and, well, not even close. Besides Jordan Reed…name me the great under 6’3” 

tight ends who have emerged in the NFL the past few years. Go ahead, stop and think…I’ll wait. 

There are no ‘great’/obvious ones. Trey Burton and Charles Clay, maybe, as viable? Burton’s a never-

been so far, and Clay had brief moments in Miami years ago. 

How’s that for ‘move’ tight end excitement in the NFL since the invention of ‘Jordan Reed’?! 

The NFL calls is the ‘move tight end’….and if the ‘move’ tight end, the smaller tight end is not yet ‘a 

thing’ in the NFL…how can we get too excited about Irv Smith’s prospects ahead? 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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I watched the tape. I see the measurables. He’s ‘OK’/good…nothing special…on paper. He ran very basic 

routes and got open some but against better safeties he struggled to separate, because he has 

average/good speed and average-ish agility. He appears to have decent hands but didn’t get a ton of 

targets because college tight ends are usually blockers and not great pass targets because college 

quarterbacks want to play outside or short, and not over the middle in tight windows. Smith shows signs 

of being a good NFL receiver as a ‘move’ tight end...not great, but not weak. 

My favorite thing about Smith Jr. is that he’s a terrific blocker. I watched a ton of tight end play this past 

week, first to watch the blocking of T.J. Hockenson – to judge the legendary blocking ability the 

mainstream ascribes to him. So, I also did the same for Fant and Smith (these are my first three deeper 

TE studies). If I gave grades for blocking, it would be Hockenson = ‘D’, Fant = ‘C’ with upside, and Smith 

Jr. a B+. Smith’s blocking prowess jumps off the screen when you watch him in the same way 

Hockenson’s weak blocker abilities are obvious watching him. Smith Jr. will get a scouting bump due to 

the all-important (to the NFL old guard football guys) ‘blocking’ ability. 

Smith Jr. has decent hands and receiver skills. Slightly above average-to-average as a tight end athlete 

overall. Great blocker. Size the NFL doesn’t love. What do you do with all that as a scout? How highly 

can you rate him if the league doesn’t utilize his style/gifts as much as they do the bigger tight ends? 

Smith Jr. seems like a solid person on a background check. He’s smart, low key, maybe lacks intensity. 

You could almost paste an unfair assumption that he’s a kid who has had all the advantages – dad was a 

former 1st-round draft pick tight end and thus Smith went to better schools/got better training than 

most all the tight ends in this draft would have been afforded. Smith Jr. may not have that ‘chip’ on his 

shoulder for greatness. He’s possibly been too pampered. I played youth football with Irv Smith Jr’s dad 

(same team). We grew up in the same New Jersey area from my age 7-13 (New York for me before and 

after for my youth). He was a couple years older, and dominant…and neither of us lived/went to school 

in a lap of luxury area, I can say that. I’m thinking Smith Jr. had a better go of football training and 

opportunity than his dad and I did. Sons of former well-paid NFL’ers can tend to flameout in the NFL. I’m 

not predicting it here…just raising the issue, and it is an issue to at least think about. 

 

  

Irv Smith Jr., Through the Lens of Our TE Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Smith Jr. had more than 70 yards in a game one-time in his college career (24 games)…123 yards vs. 

Arkansas, and that happening off a 76-yard catch and run TD. For the most part, Smith Jr. was not 

impressive in output in college, but neither was Alabama’s star tight end O.J. Howard – however, the 

2018 Alabama team has much better passing game numbers and played 15 games, and Smith was still 

‘meh in output. Smith had a lot of time on the field but not much for radical receiving output.  

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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In the last season/2018 title run vs. Georgia (SEC title) and Oklahoma-Clemson (CFB playoffs), Smith Jr. 

averaged 3.0 rec., 32.8 yards, 0.0 TDs per game. Again, he was not some amazing college weapon.  

 

2019 NFL Combine Measurables: 

6’2.3”/242, 9.5” hands, 31.5” arms 

4.63 40-time, 4.33 shuttle, 7.32 three-cone (weaker agility times…not good for the style he needs to 

play) 

19 bench reps, 32.5” vertical, 9’2” broad jump 

 

 

The Historical TE Prospects to Whom Irv Smith Jr. Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Look at the group here from the 2011 draft…three guys who were supposed to usher in a new era of 

undersized, supposedly athletic tight ends…but they tested average and were not much in the NFL – 

except Clay who tested better at the Combine and who worked as WR-TE-FB hybrid (as did Jordan 

Reed). The pattern of under 6’3” tight ends making a big impact in the NFL is dicey/poor. 

Belichick (Aaron Hernandez) and McVay (Reed) have pulled it off, as ‘star’ smaller tight ends of recent 

years…so, Smith better wind up with one of those coaches… 

 

TE 
Grade 

TE-
Reed 

Last First Yr College H H W Spd-
Agil 

Metric 

Strgth 
Blxing 
Metric 

Hands 
Metric 

6.083 8.57 Smith Irv 2019 Alabama 6 2.3 242 5.10 8.21 7.97 

6.216 5.65 Williams DJ 2011 Arkansas 6 2.1 245 6.37 7.02 7.27 

5.182 5.16 Branson Marquez 2009 C. Arkansas 6 2.1 247 4.07 7.60 8.78 

7.090 8.19 Cloherty Colin 2009 Brown 6 2.1 245 10.44 8.00 6.08 

6.891 8.80 Kendricks Lance 2011 Wisconsin 6 2.7 243 8.15 7.07 8.63 

6.361 7.57 Clay  Charles 2011 Tulsa 6 2.7 245 6.15 6.31 8.72 

5.997 7.92 Wilson Kris 2004 Pittsburgh 6 1.7 248 9.20 9.23 7.73 

8.038 11.44 Hernandez Aaron 2010 Florida 6 2.3 245 9.58 8.74 9.65 

 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a TE prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where we see 

a stronger correlation of TEs going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more 

rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL TE. 

All of the TE ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

**The ‘TE-Reed’ score is in honor of Jordan Reed’s 2015 season…looking at TEs in a different 

manner—the smaller, speedy receiving threats. 

“Speed-Agility Metric” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, 

mixed with some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/create separation. 

“Power-Strength Metric” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size profiling, bench 

press strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Hands Metric” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, 

considering the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling 

for hand size, etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and 

project the combination of data for receiving success at the next level. 

 

 

2019 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Smith’s size and so-so Combine numbers have dropped him from 2nd-round lock to 2nd/3rd-round on 

the fence guy. I think ‘Alabama’ and ‘blocking’ gets him into the 2nd-round. 

If I were an NFL GM, I’d not pay a top 100…or top 200 draft pick price for Smith. I could trade a 7th-

round pick to Dallas for Noah Brown, convert him to TE and have a guy about the same size, better 

athlete, and the best blocking WR/TE in the league (potentially). Why would I chase Irv Smith for such a 

narrow usage at tight end? I’d rather have an athletic 6’4”+ guy like a Foster Moreau or Kahale Warring.   

 

NFL Outlook:    

Smith Jr. will likely be drafted and start playing Week 1 of his rookie season, as a full starter or rotational 

because of his blocking. He’ll be on the field, so he might have decent numbers (like a Jonnu Smith did 

last year) just by virtue of being there/available and being a good blocker.  

Smith’s overall ability should keep him in the league for several years, and he has an upside if he falls 

into the perfect situation (Rams draft him and dump Gerald Everett). 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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